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High Active Material Loading in Organic Electrodes Enabled
by an in-situ Electropolymerized π-Conjugated Tetrakis
(4-Aminophenyl) Porphyrin
Thomas Smok,[a, b] Ebrahim Abouzari-Lotf,*[a, b] Sebastian Frentzen,[a, b] Thomas Diemant,[a] and
Maximilian Fichtner*[a, b]

Porphyrin complexes have been widely studied as promising
electrode material in diverse energy storage systems and
chemistries. However, like other organic electrodes, porphyrins
often suffer from low conductivity and, consequently, require a
significant amount (typically 40%) of electrochemically inactive
conductive carbon that occupies volume and mass without
storing energy. In this study, we investigate [5,10,15,20
tetrakis(4-aminophenyl)-porphyrin] (TAPP) and its metal com-
plexes as redox-active cathode materials to address the
aforementioned issues. The lithium-ion cells prepared with a
high content of CuTAPP active material (70 wt%) demonstrate a
stable discharge capacity of ~120 mAh/g when cycling with a

constant current density of 1000 mA/g. The material also
showed superior rate capability, e.g., ~60 mAh/g at 8 A/g. The
results of DFT calculations and experimental analysis indicate
that the degree of planarity of the metalloporphyrins directly
correlates to their cycling stability. Moreover, the contribution
from the central metal redox during the cycling is found to be
the reason for the significantly higher performance of the Cu-
complex compared to the metal-free complex. The findings of
this study show a general approach for facing common
conductivity challenges of organic electrodes and open up a
pathway for practical application of organics electrode materials
in energy storage application.

Introduction

Research on organic electrode materials (OEMs) for recharge-
able batteries has attracted high interest recently.[1] The reasons
for this development are some inherent features of organic
electrode materials. Specifically, the facile variation of the
redox-active functional groups, required for charge storage,
gives easy access to a broad range of redox potentials and
allows boosting storage capacity. Furthermore, OEMs may be
synthesized from readily available organic precursors. In
combination with improved recycling strategies,[2] OEMs could
limit the use of environmentally harmful, rare, and toxic heavy
metals and become an alternative to inorganic compounds.
Moreover, several reports have already indicated the intrinsic
advantages of OEMs for post-lithium secondary batteries based

on multivalent shuttle ions as well as fast charging systems,
since the type and extent of the interactions with ions could
also be tuned.[3]

Up to now, the use of various OEMs with diverse n- and p-
type functionalities has been tested in rechargeable batteries.[1a]

However, practical applications have been often hampered due
to some fundamental challenges of OEMs. The first challenge is
a rapid decay in capacity due to instability and dissolution
under charge-discharge processes in aprotic electrolytes. The
second major issue, however, is the low conductivity of organic
materials, which necessitates adding substantial amounts of
conducting additives. This issue becomes evident when
considering the achievable volumetric energy density with
OEMs. Volumetric energy density is typically low, due to their
intrinsic low volumetric mass densities[1a] (below 2 gcm� 3).
Therefore, the development of OEMs with inherent conductivity
may be an approach to mitigate or overcome the above-
mentioned limitations. Besides such challenges, the perform-
ance of n-type OEMs has been frequently limited by low redox
potential.[4] For p-type organics, the main limitation is the small
charge-storage capability.[5] Using bipolar-type (b-type) OEMs
was considered as a common strategy to improve the capacity
and discharge voltage of OEMs compared to p- and n-type
materials, respectively.[4–6]

Tetrapyrrole macrocycles (TPMs, i. e., porphyrins, phthalo-
cyanines, and related porphyrinoid analogs) are known as one
of the most promising representatives of the material class of
b-type electrodes.[6,7] TPMs with aromatic (4n+2)[8] or antiar-
omatic 4n[6] π-electron systems have been explored as OEMs.
The small gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
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of the TPMs and the fact that the charges in the redox process
will be stabilized in the mesomeric core enable high redox
activities via fast electron uptake and release.[7a] Facile redox of
TPMs is well known, and complexes with promising redox
behavior in diverse storage systems of Li,[9] Na,[10] K,[11] Mg[12]

and Al[13] were reported recently. To mitigate the undesired
solubility of TPMs, researchers have either polymerized the
active materials in advance[14] or enabled polymerization in-situ
during cycling.[8a,11,15] Polymerization reaction that leads to the
formation of π-conjugated linkages will enhance the electrical
conductivity and reduce the HOMO-LUMO gap of the material,
allowing faster redox processes.[15a]

For the well-known copper-porphyrin complex (CuDEPP),[8a]

storage of four electrons corresponds to a specific capacity of
187 mAh/g. An average discharge voltage of 3.0 V was
observed, at an active material ratio of 50% in the electrode.
The relatively low conductivity of the studied TPMs necessitates
such a massive amount of inactive components in the electro-
des (usually 50 wt%[8a,11,12,15a,16] or even higher[17]). Besides, most
of these prior studies used multistep synthesis procedures to
develop functionalized TPMs (e. g., Figure S1a). This increases
cost and often leads to poor yields, thereby making it
challenging to use those materials in practical applications. To
bring the TPMs to a practical level, both a higher active
material ratio in the electrode and low-cost active material
synthesis procedure are needed.

To achieve this, we demonstrate that a rational design of
the substituents on the π-ring system can improve the
electrical conductivity and cycling stability of TPMs and
enhance their potential for practical applications. The utilized
(4-aminophenyl)-porphyrins (xTAPP) in this study were synthe-
sized with more than 74% yield[18] in a single-step procedure
(Figure S1b). This is a significant advantage over previously
reported porphyrin electrode materials, such as CuDEPP, which
required multiple synthesis steps and thus incurred higher
production costs. A combined theoretical and experimental
study was performed to determine the desired metal ion to
centrally coordinate TAPP. Interestingly, metal-TAPPs could
polymerize into a highly crosslinked conjugated network with-
out the need for additional linking groups and pre-polymer-
ization step. Thus, high capacity is achieved at less synthesis
effort, and improved cycling stability is attained. Most impor-
tantly, the enhanced electrical conductivity reduces the neces-
sary amount of conductive carbon (as low as 5 wt%). Besides,
aqueous processing was adopted to develop the electrodes to
avoid toxic organic solvents and costly electrode processing
procedures. All these findings result in a more sustainable way
of energy storage and hold the potential for practical storage
applications.

Results and Discussion

Metal-free porphyrins are highly soluble in polar organic
solvents and, therefore, rarely utilized as electrode materials in
rechargeable energy storage systems.[19] Even for porphyrins
with limited solubility, the dissolution of the oxidized (16 π-

electrons system) and reduced (20 π-electrons system) forms
will still impair its practical application (Figure 1a). This
dissolution issue might be also a reason for the notable decline
in the discharge capacity of bare metal-free porphyrins[10]

including tetraminophenyl-porphyrins (Figure 1b). There are
several possibilities to effectively suppress the undesired
solubility and improve the performance of the porphyrin
electrodes. A commonly utilized approach in this respect is the
implementation of central metal atoms into the porphyrin
structure. The criteria for battery application are that the
bonding between the central metal atom and porphyrin must
be stable in the selected voltage window. Furthermore, the
metal ions should ideally fit into the square planar cavity
formed by the four pyrrole nitrogen atoms of porphyrins.
Besides, the degree of the complex planarity will directly affect
the packing and solubility of the metal-porphyrin electrodes.

Density functional theory (DFT) computations were per-
formed to reveal the consequence of the central metal on the
molecular geometries and electronic properties of metal-TAPPs.
The frontier orbitals (FOs) of Zn- and Cu-complexes are mainly
distributed on the porphyrin skeleton, while the FOs of NiTAPP
showed substantial contribution from the Ni center (Figure S2).
Energetically, the HOMO and LUMO of Zn- and Cu-complexes
are hardly affected with respect to the TAPP reference (Fig-
ure S3). In the DFT-optimized geometries, the Ni-complex
appears to undergo saddling distortions (Figure 1d). In contrast,
the Cu- and Zn-complexes show a nearly planar structure in
their DFT-optimized geometries (Figure 1e and f, Figure S4).
The results obtained are in excellent agreement with UV-Vis
absorption spectroscopy (Figure S5). The spectrum of pristine
TAPP consists of a strong Soret band and four weak Q bands.
Introduction of the central metal and the resulting changes in
the symmetry are expected to strongly affect the wavelengths
and intensities of the Q bands in the electrolyte and,
consequently, significant decline in the capacity of the NiTAPP
(Figure S6).

The planar complexes of TAPPs were further investigated in
this study. Figure 2(a) shows the corresponding charge dis-
charge curves of CuTAPP while cycling with a current density of
1 A/g. The first cycle displays high overpotential during
charging, which could be attributed to an in-situ electro-
polymerization during the oxidation. In addition, a relatively
high discharge capacity of 149 mAh/g was obtained in the first
cycle. In the following cycles, the capacity stabilized in the
range between 119 mAh/g (50th cycle) and 114 mAh/g (1000th

cycle). Interestingly, 96 of this capacity was retained after 1000
cycles at a high current density of 1 A/g. Even after 2000 cycles
the capacity retention was 85%. This underlines the excellent
cycling stability of the material.

The contribution of conductive carbon to the capacity is in
general negligible (Figure S7) and no porphyrin cathodes
containing 70 wt% of active material have been reported with
such high capacities so far, to the best of our knowledge. Until
now, research on TAPP for batteries, was done by Han et al.,[20]

who reported on a pre-polymerized aminophenyl-porphyrin
complex which was utilized as an anode material and displayed
high specific discharge capacities of up to 650 mAh/g at
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100 mA/g. The polymers were assembled into nanosheets in an
aqueous solution which improved the bulk conductivity at
room temperature. Furthermore, Cu-tetraaminephtalocyanine,
which is a distant derivative of CuTAPP, was successfully tested
in dual-ion batteries with a high reversible capacity of
74.3 mAh/g after 4000 cycles at a current density of 4 A/g.[8b]

Therefore, the utilization of CuTAPP might be beneficial for
increasing the energy density of the material and thus open
the possibility of commercial cells with a high amount of
porphyrin active material.

When comparing the cycling performance of the metal
porphyrins (Cu- and ZnTAPP) to pristine TAPP (Figure 2c), a
significant improvement was observed by introducing copper
or zinc into the structure. The maximum discharge capacity of
ZnTAPP (101 mAh/g) (Figure S8) and especially CuTAPP
(149 mAh/g) exceeded the one of TAPP (86 mAh/g). Moreover,
for TAPP the decay of discharge capacity was more substantial,
and the capacity dropped by 53% within the first 500 cycles.
The metallated porphyrin electrode materials did not only
display higher initial capacities but also better cycling stability
as maximum capacity retention after 2000 cycles was roughly
85% for CuTAPP and 70% for ZnTAPP. The remarkable
performance of CuTAPP could be due to changes in the
chemical structure which are discussed in detail in a following
section.

The rate capability of xTAPPs was examined at current
densities between 0.2 and 8 A/g (Figure 2d). The corresponding
charge-discharge profiles are presented in Figures 2b and S9.
The incorporation of Zn(II) and Cu(II) metal atoms greatly
improves the discharge capacity and rate capability of TAPP.
This could be attributed to the changes in the physical
properties of the porphyrin material,[21] including solubility,
molecule planarity and crystallinity, which will be further
explored in the study. At 0.2 A/g the achieved discharge
capacity of CuTAPP was around 130 mAh/g in the 2nd cycle and
was well above the ones from ZnTAPP (~120 mAh/g) and TAPP
(~75 mAh/g). Even at a current density of 8 A/g, CuTAPP
delivered a discharge capacity of around 60 mAh/g, whereas
the values for ZnTAPP (36 mAh/g) and TAPP (6 mAh/g) were
substantially lower. When returning to a current density of
0.2 A/g, metallated TAPPs almost restored the initial capacity
values. As an example, the regained capacity was 128 mAh/g
for CuTAPP after 120 cycles, demonstrating a good stability.
This indicates that metallated TAPP structures are retained
upon cycling at various rates and are probably not affected by
parasitic reactions or strong solubility.

A detailed kinetic analysis (Figures S12–S15) was carried out
to gain more insight into the influence of the central metal on
the energy storage mechanism. The CVs (Figure S12c–e) of the
metallated porpyhrins CuTAPP and ZnTAPP show stronger

Figure 1. a) Two electron oxidation and two-electron reduction reactions of TAPP and b) its cycling performance in a Li half-cell with LiPF6 based electrolyte in
the potential window of 1.8–4.5 V. DFT-optimized structures of c) TAPP, d) NiTAPP with saddled distortion, as well as e) CuTAPP and f) ZnTAPP with almost
planar core. Q-band region in UV-VIS absorption spectra of g) the planar metal-TAPPs and h) saddled NiTAPP.
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capacitive character than that of TAPP, which might explain
their improved rate capability. These findings are supported
when calculating the contributions of surface and diffusion
controlled cycling reactions by applying an equation

ðiv ¼ k1v þ k2v
1
2Þ proposed by Wang et al.[22] (Figures S13–S15).

At lower scan rates, both charge storage processes, surface and
diffusion-dominated, were present with significant contribu-
tions for all xTAPPs. The contribution from the surface-
controlled reaction increased with increasing scan rate up to
94% and 91% for CuTAPP and ZnTAPP, respectively, at
10 mV/s. For the pristine TAPP material, this value was only

81%, revealing a stronger battery-type material character than
the metallated derivatives. In total, these results indicate
effective surface charge storage of aminophenyl-porphyrin
compounds and show their pseudocapacitive properties.

Organic electrodes exhibit low conductivity, which is often
compensated by either a low active material content or a low
electrode loading. For CuTAPP, on the contrary, we produced
electrodes with 70 wt% active material content and a loading
between 1.5–3.5 mg/cm2. Comparing the stabilized energy
density of CuTAPP electrodes to other organic cathode
materials, including porphyrins,[8a,10] a superiority of CuTAPP is
obvious (Figure 3). In general, copper porphyrin active materials

Figure 2. Selected charge-discharge profiles of CuTAPP a) at a current density 1 A/g and b) at differing current densities in the range between 0.2 to 8 A/g. c)
The corresponding cycling performance and d) rate capability test of CuTAPP are compared to TAPP and ZnTAPP.
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(CuTAPP, CuDEPP,[8a] and CuTEPP[23]) show the highest stabilized
energy densities (energy density after 200 cycles), making them
promising for high performance energy storage. This result is
based on two factors:
1. the improved charge storage of b-type materials enables

high storage capacities due to multielectron redox and
2. the introduction of copper metal centers substantially

improves the structural stability and electrochemical
performance.[10]

Additionally, the fact that porphyrins were charged with
highest current densities and delivered the highest energy
densities underlines their excellent rate capability behavior. In
comparison, n-type organic materials (e.g., tannic acid (TA)[24])
are limited by low voltages, whereas p-type materials (e.g.,
4,4’,4’’-Tris(carbazol-9-yl)-triphenylamine (TCTA)[25]) were not
able to achieve similar storage capacities. Even stable polymeric
electrodes (poly[5,15-bis(2,6-di-octoxyphenyl)-10,20-
bis(ethynyl)-porphinato]zinc(ii) (PPre),[14] benzoquinone polymer
(BQP),[26] or poly(benzoquinonyl sulfide (PBQS)[27]) were not able
to compete with copper porphyrin materials when comparing
the energy density.

In commercial LIBs, the percentage of conductive carbons
can be below 10 wt%[28] because the electrode material often
possesses a certain intrinsic conductivity. However, this is very
challenging with organics as their electronic conductivity is
limited. In an earlier study for porphyrin electrode materials,[10]

a fast capacity decay in the initial cycles was reported when
increasing the amount of porphyrin active material to 80 wt%.
Interestingly, CuTAPP did not show such a behavior, under-
lining again that less conductive agent is needed. Surprisingly,
even with 5 wt% of conductive carbon additive, CuTAPP
achieved outstanding cycling performance and reached max-
imal discharge capacities above 88 mAh/g (Figure S10). Upon

20 cycles of activation, the capacity gradually increased and
more than 96% of the capacity was retained after 150 cycles.
Then, the charge-discharge profiles resembled strongly the
previous results with lower active material content and the
coulombic efficiency was above 95%. This finding is especially
important in practical application of organic electrodes for
energy storage. In addition, it was found that such electrodes
are also universal and could be used in diverse metal-based[29]

or metal-free[30] storage systems. Our initial evaluation of the
CuTAPP in a sodium half-cell indicated a similar performance to
the Li-based cell (Figure S11). Typically, upon cycling a current
density of 100 mA/g, CuTAPP reached a discharge capacity of
132 mAh/g after 10 cycles.

Further evaluation also revealed that the thermal stability
of the developed porphyrin-based active materials was equal
to or exceeded that of most organic electrode materials such as
the quinones-materials[32] or other organic materials.[33] Ther-
mogravimetric analysis with integrated differential scanning
calorimetry (TGA-DSC) results (Figure S16) showed that decom-
position of pristine TAPP started at above 150 °C with a 5%
weight loss at a temperature (T(5)) of around 265 °C, with no
preceding phase change. Obviously, the introduction of the
central metal greatly stabilizes the system leading to consid-
erably improved thermal stabilities, with the T(5) rising to above
300 °C. Remarkably, Zn and Cu complexes retained above
70 wt% at 800 °C. This high thermal stability and the fact that
xTAPPs are oxygen-free cathodes are critical features to ensure
the safe operation of the storage system[34] and its possible
operation at elevated temperatures.[35]

For a deeper understanding of the charge storage mecha-
nism, cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were carried out
with xTAPP electrodes at a scan rate of 1 mV/s. The voltage
range during testing was between 1.8 V and 4.5 V and was

Figure 3. Comparison of different organic cathode materials in lithium cells with regard to their energy density based on the electrode loading. The energy
density (after 200 charged cycles) is given as a function of the normalized current density (multiplied with the active material content) and was derived from
various sources.[8a,14,15,23–27,31]
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chosen based on the stability of the electrolyte (4.5 V) and the
metal porphyrin (1.8 V). For CuTAPP four reduction peaks at
3.9 V, 3.5 V, 2.6 V and 2.3 V were detected, which could be
attributed to the redox reaction from the dicationic to the
dianionic form[7a,8a] (Figure 4b). During the anodic sweep, the
CV shows two peaks at 3.5 and 3.9 V.

For CuTAPP, a large irreversible peak in the CV at 3.9 V and
an overpotential in the charge-discharge profiles were ob-
served in the first oxidation sweep (Figure 4b). From the
literature,[36] it is known that tetraaminophenyl-porphyrins are
able to undergo a polymerization reaction by forming a
dihydrophenazine bond to build larger networks (Figure 4a). So
far, the polymerization of aminophenyl-porphyrins was either
performed by ex-situ pre-polymerization using Fe3+-ions as
reacting agent[20] or in-situ, where the porphyrin monomers

were dissolved in the electrolyte and then immobilized during
the cycling process on an electrode surface.[36c] Despite the
simplicity of the second pathway, it just leads to thin films of
polymers and is rather impractical for large scale energy
applications like batteries. That is why in our approach the
aminophenyl-porphyrins were directly coated on the electrodes
surface and underwent electropolymerization during the first
cycle. The polymerization within the first oxidation step was
beneficial to reduce the solubility of porphyrin molecules in the
solvent and to improve the conductivity. This feature was also
observed for TAPP and ZnTAPP, although the position of the
peak shifted to 3.5 V and 4.3 V, respectively (Figure S12a and
b).

For proving the successful in-situ electropolymerization, ex-
situ FT-IR spectra were collected from pristine, charged and

Figure 4. a) The schematic illustration of the in-situ electropolymerization mechanism of CuTAPP. The electropolymerization was investigated by b) cyclic
voltammetry and c) proved by comparing the infrared (IR) spectra of the pristine powder (black), pristine electrode (red), and the electrodes in the charged
(green) and discharged (violet) states between 3400 cm� 1 and 3100 cm� 1. d) XPS detail spectra in the N1s region of CuTAPP electrodes in the pristine, charged
(at 4.5 V) and discharged (at 1.8 V) state.
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discharged CuTAPP electrodes (Figures 4c and S20). The peak
at 3334 cm� 1, which is assigned to the stretch of the N� H
group, can be well observed for both, the pristine powder and
also the pristine CuTAPP electrode (Figure 4c). This band clearly
disappears in the charged and discharged electrodes. Also, the
other vibrational bands, namely N� H bending and N� H
wagging, progressively disappear (Figure S20b and c). In
contrast, the formation of the N� H wagging bond of secondary
amines was observed for the cycled electrodes (Figure S20),
which corroborates the polymerization reaction towards dihy-
drophenazine. The polymerization up to the phenazine bond,
as described in literature,[20,36] could not be observed even after
charging the electrode for 1000 cycles (Figure S21). SEM-EDX
(Figure S18) and ex-situ FTIR (Figure S21) of cycled CuTAPP
electrodes rather show that the porphyrin material is stable
upon cycling. Therefore, regardless of the electropolymerization
in the first cycle, the appearing redox reactions are reversible
and the structure of the molecule is retained.

For more insights into the charge storage mechanism of
aminophenyl-porphyrin compounds, ex-situ XPS measurements
were performed. In the N1s detail spectra (Figure 4d), two
major changes are observable when comparing the results of
cycled samples to the pristine one. First the peak intensity at
400.2 eV is increased which could correspond to the formation
of dihydrophenazine functional groups.[37] The second feature
at 402.5 eV is well known in literature[25,38] and is assigned to
the assembly of N-PF6 interactions, which are formed during
the charging of porphyrins.

Also, when examining the Cu 2p core spectrum of the
cycled electrodes via XPS (Figure 5a), the data of the dis-
charged sample shows a splitting of the copper peaks into two
contributions. This indicates a reduction reaction and therefore
the change from Cu(II) to Cu(I) seems plausible although the
reduction of Cu-centers occurs just partially. A substantial
contribution for the increased capacities of CuTAPP electrodes
might come from this additional redox reaction happening at
the metal center and could be a possible reason for the
improved electrochemical properties. In contrast, the Zn 2p
spectrum (Figure 5b) of ZnTAPP does not show the occurrence
of another peak and is accordingly also not reduced in the
discharge step.

To further investigate the reason behind the improved
cycling behavior of CuTAPP, the structure and morphology of
this material was investigated and compared to the other
xTAPPs. TAPP and ZnTAPP consisted of mostly round particles
with fairly distributed sizes. The particle size of all xTAPPS was
in the same range roughly between 1–10 μm. In contrast, the
SEM of CuTAPP showed stacked-sheet-like structures (Figur-
es 6b and S17) with irregular particle sizes and forms.
Interestingly, these irregular particles were highly crystalline as
shown in the powder XRD (Figure 6a). CuTAPP shows sharp
reflections with relatively good signal to noise ratio. In contrast,
the pattern of ZnTAPP and TAPP showed significant amorphiza-
tion, as many of the detected peaks were widely broadened
over several degrees. We expect that the highly crystalline
nature of CuTAPP results from the molecular stacking of

Figure 5. a) XPS detail spectra in Cu 2p region of CuTAPP in the pristine, charged (at 4.5 V) and discharged (at 1.8 V) states show the formation of Cu(I) in the
discharge. b) This behavior is not observed for ZnTAPP in the XPS detail spectra in the Zn 2p region of pristine, charged (at 4.5 V) and discharged (at 1.8 V)
states.
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porphyrins. This molecular stacking could play an important
role for the electrochemical properties and be the reason
behind enhanced cycling stability and/or rate capability as
shown in Figure 2 (c and d), respectively. It was shown before
that the stacking of the molecules in the electrode might
influence the energy barrier for electron transfer between
neighboring molecules, and therefore change the intrinsic
conductivity of the material.[39] The enhancement of conductiv-
ity in the CuTAPP electrode was confirmed by comparing its
through-plane conductivity measurements (as seen in Fig-
ure S25) to those of the metal-free porphyrin, which revealed a
higher conductivity in the CuTAPP electrode. This improvement

in conductivity can be attributed to the efficient stacking of its
molecules. Impedance measurements also showed an
enhancement of the charge-transfer in CuTAPP when com-
pared to the other xTAPPs (Figure 7a). Due to the ordered
sheet-like structure, the Li-ion diffusion pathways might be
shortened which could be beneficial for more efficient charge
storage.[40] Nevertheless, more research is needed to fully
understand the impact of microstructure on the cycling
behavior of such porphyrins.

The second aspect of these EIS-measurements can be found
when comparing the initial Nyquist plot with the ones after the
first cycle (Figure 7b). For all materials, the charge transfer

Figure 6. Crystallinity was examined via a) powder XRD for TAPP (black), ZnTAPP (blue) and CuTAPP (red) in the range between 2° and 20° (2 theta).
Morphology of b) pristine CuTAPP, c) TAPP and d) ZnTAPP studied via SEM.

Figure 7. Nyquist plots for TAPP (black), ZnTAPP (green) and CuTAPP (red) a) before cycling and b) after the first cycle. The Nyquist plots were always recorded
after an OCV-period lasting 2 hours.
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resistance got reduced and was roughly halved. It seems that
the electropolymerization is having a positive influence on the
charge transfer resistivity. In the low frequency region, the
slope of CuTAPP is higher than the one of the two other
porphyrins. This shows that the diffusive resistivity in poly-
merized CuTAPP is lower and that ions can be accommodated
in the electrode more quickly.[20,41] This would also explain the
improved rate capability of CuTAPP materials and point out the
pseudocapacitive character of porphyrin again.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we were able to demonstrate that porphyrins
with specific functionalities can enhance their potential for
practical applications through specific measures. Specifically, it
was shown for the first time that the 4-aminophenyl substitu-
ent on the π-ring system enabled in-situ electropolymerization
of the active materials during the cycling leading to more
stable performance and higher conductivity simultaneously.
The performance of this relatively low-cost and easy to
synthesize aminophenyl-porphyrins (with over 74% yield in a
single-step procedure) could be further improved by introduc-
ing Cu2+ as the central metal, which was found to be redox
active during the cycling itself thereby contributing to higher
performance of the active material.

Despite the redox activity of the central metal and the in-
situ electropolymerization in the initial cycles, the polymerized
cathode is stable during extended charge/discharge cycling in
Li- and Na-based systems, which is also an essential require-
ment for considering further practical applications with
porphyrins and organic electrodes in general.

These features clearly illustrate the potential of metal-
loporphyrins for practical organic electrodes and pave the way
for developing new sustainable electrochemical energy storage
systems.

Experimental
Materials. Aminophenyl-poprhyrin derivatives were obtained com-
mercially (TAPP: PorphyChem SAS, France-; ZnTAPP, NiTAPP and
CuTAPP: Por-Lab Porphyrin-Laboratories GmbH; Germany) and
were used without any further purification. Conductive carbon
(Super P, Alfa Aesar, 99+% on metal basis) was dried for 12 h at
300 °C in vacuum (1×10� 3 mbar). Also, the binders, namely
sodium-carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC, Sigma Aldrich; Mw

�250 kDa) and styrene-butadiene copolymer rubber (SBR, MTI
Corporation), were purchased. Glass microfiber separators (What-
man, GF/C) were dried at around 200 °C in vacuum over 12 hours.

Electrode preparation. The electrode slurry was prepared by
mixing the aminophenyl-porphyrin active materials with Super P
conductive carbon, carboxymethylcellulose and styrene-butadiene
rubber in a respective ratio of 7 :2 : 0.6 : 0.4 in water. The mixing was
performed in a planetary centrifugal mixer (Thinky ARE-250) for 20
minutes at 2000 rpm. The slurry was blade-casted on carbon-
coated aluminum foil with a wet-film thickness of 150 μm and pre-
dried in air atmosphere at ambient temperature overnight.
Electrode discs of 11.8 mm diameter were cut out the casted foil

and were dried in high vacuum at 80 °C for 12 hours. After drying,
the electrode discs with a total mass loading between 1.5 to
3.5 mg/cm2 were transferred and stored in an Argon-filled glove
box.

Electrochemical cell tests. Electrochemical cell tests of cyclic
voltammetry, charge-discharge cycling and rate capability tests
were performed on a Biologic VMP-3 potentiostat and on a Biologic
BCS 805 battery testing unit. The applied voltage window was
between 1.8–4.5 V against Li. The CV measurements were per-
formed with different scan rates from 0.1 to 10 mV/s. The coin-cell
assembly was conducted in an argon-filled glovebox. For testing
the electrochemical performance, CR2032 coin cells were built with
Li and Na metal and glass microfibers (GF/C) separators. The
electrolyte was 1 M LiPF6 as salt inside a mixture of ethylene
carbonate (EC), propylene carbonate (PC) and dimethyl carbonate
(DMC) in a volume ratio of 1 : 1 : 3 (V(EC) :V(PC) :V(DMC)) for lithium
ion cells and 1 M NaPF6 in ethylene glycol dimethyl ether (DME) for
sodium ion cells. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
was performed in a Swagelok cell setup using AC-frequencies
between 50 mHz and 1 MHz. The measurement was always
performed after a 2 h OCV-period to minimize polarization effects.

Structural and chemical characterization. SEM measurements
were performed to study the morphology of the materials, using a
Zeiss Leo Gemini 1530 System. For the investigation of the
crystallinity, powder XRDs were measured on a Stoe Stadi P with
monochromatic Mo Kα1 radiation (λ=0.07093 nm). The applied
operational current and voltage were 50 mA and 40 kV, respec-
tively. The chemical state was studied by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements in a Specs XPS system with a
Phoibos 150 energy analyzer. The measurements were acquired
using monochromatic Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV), a take-off angle
of 45° and pass energies of 30 and 90 eV at the analyzer for detail
and survey spectra, respectively. For binding energy calibration,
the C1s main peak was set to 284.8 eV. Peak fitting was carried out
with CasaXPS software with Shirley-type backgrounds and Gaus-
sian-Lorentzian peak profiles. FT-IR spectra were collected on a
Perkin Elmer FT IR Spectrum Two unit in the ATR-mode. The
scanning range was between 4000 cm� 1 and 400 cm� 1. For the ex-
situ studies, IR measurements were done inside an Ar-filled
glovebox. Liquid NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker
DRX 500 (500 MHz frequency). For the measurement the porphyr-
ins were dissolved in deuterated DMSO-d6. Thermal stability was
examined by using TGA-DSC analysis using a Setaram Sensys Evo
TG-DSC machine. The analysis was done under permanent Ar-flow
(20 mL/min) and a heating rate of 5 °C/min. UV-VIS measurements
were performed on a Varian Cary 5000 UV-VIS/NIR spectrophotom-
eter.
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New Porphyrin Cathode Material:
An aminophenyl-porphyrin was
examined in lithium half cells exhibit-
ing excellent cycling stability and
high discharge capacities. Through
implementation of Cu-atom into the
central cavity of porphyrins, a “sheet-
like” structure is fabricated, and the
material further polymerizes upon
cycling. This molecular engineering
allowed altered electrode prepara-
tion and an enhancement of electro-
chemical performance.
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